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 Introduction 

The aim of the Transition Curriculum has always been to accelerate progress to 

meet age-related expectations where possible. A high quality educational 

experience is offered to increase engagement, confidence and academic resilience. 

By working closely with the primary schools, together we identify students who we 

feel would benefit from the Transition Curriculum.  

Every year the students and their needs are different, therefore the Transition 

Curriculum is modified year on year to suit the needs of the next cohort of students. 

In September 2021, we are altering our approach slightly; whereby we have a two 

tier Transition Curriculum for Year 7: 

Y TRANSITION CLASS 

Taught by Transition Teachers Taught by Subject Teachers 

English x5 PE x2 

Maths x5 Design Technology x2 

Humanities x3 Art x1 

Science x3 Drama/Music x1 

Languages x1 Computing x1 

PD/RE x1   

 

X TRANSITION CLASS 

Taught by Transition Teachers Taught by Subject Teachers 

English X3 Science x3 

Maths X3 History x2 

 

Geography x2 

PE x2 

Design Technology x2 

Languages x2 

Art x1 

Drama x1 

Music x1 

Computing x1 

PD x1 

RE x1 

 

 

Primary schools identify any students who would benefit from 

following the Transition Curriculum, this is noted and taken back to 

WHS for further discussion 

 
When SATs data is available, students with scores below the 

average cut off of 100 are then cross referenced with those 

identified by primary schools 

 

 Frequently Asked Questions 

Does the Transition Curriculum limit my child’s options in the future? 

No. The Transition Curriculum allows students to access all of the same 

opportunities as everyone else. Students who have followed the Transition 

Curriculum have gone onto college, 6th form, university, apprenticeships.   

Is my child in Transition for their entire time at William Howard? 

We monitor each student closely and review regularly to ensure each student is 

following the curriculum most suitable.  

Is my child part of a different form group if they follow the Transition Curriculum? 

No. Form groups are mixed and often students are with at least one person that 

they have identified as a friend from primary school.  

Can my child attend trips linked to the wider school? 

Absolutely! Students are able to apply for any trips e.g. abroad or to the theatre. 

They apply in the same manner as the rest of their year group. 

Parents are then informed if their student has been recommended 

for the Transition Curriculum and are invited to attend a further 

information evening to address queries or concerns   

 

Mr Anderson (Transition Lead & Year 8 Director of Learning) 

alongside a member of the Learning Support Department visit each 

primary school to discuss each pupil moving to WHS 

 

 How we decide who would benefit from the Transition  

Curriculum 

 


